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Abstract

In computer architecture research, it is common to test the effectiveness of new microarchitec-
tural features by modeling hardware structures and logic in a software simulator. The benefit
of simulation is that those features can be implemented with configurable parameters (sizes,
widths, latencies, etc.) that an architect can vary to assess performance across a suite of
benchmarks. Typically the simulator gives overall summary statistics for how each benchmark
ran, which can be compared to the output of other configurations. But summary statistics are
usually averages across entire benchmarks, which can hide key fine-grained details about a
configuration’s run-time behavior. Furthermore, summary statistics may make it difficult to find
exactly where performance diverges when comparing the same code region of a benchmark
across two processor configurations.

Pipeline tracing tools, for example gem5’s O3 Pipeline Viewer [2], help to visualize instruction-
level behavior. These tools require that a simulation not only provides summary statistics, but
also a record of all processor events for all dynamic instructions for each cycle. Those events
are written to a trace file, which can then be opened by a visualization tool that plots the trace,
with each dynamic instruction of a benchmark along the negative y-axis (program order), and
pipeline stage events for each cycle on the positive x-axis. Pipeline tracing tools greatly increase
the visibility into the run-time behavior of a benchmark for a given processor configuration,
but still lack the ability to compare multiple configurations.

This paper presents a new pipeline trace viewer, called Dual PipeTrace Viewer, or dptv for
short. This program can visualize a single trace file, like previous trace viewers. But dptv can
also take two trace files as input. dptv uses the SDL2 graphics library to provide a more flexible
graphical interface, allowing for for easy panning and zooming on the diagram, with additional
functionality to search the trace and to peek at specific stage information. When opening two
trace files, dptv verifies both trace files represent the same dynamic instruction stream, and
then overlays the pipeline stage events for both traces. In this way, dptv makes it more obvious
where two processor configurations have performance that diverges.

This paper will outline the specifics of how dptv functions and provide examples of where
analysis is made easier using this tool.

†Author contributed to this paper while at University of Wisconsin-La Crosse.



1. Introduction

The Dual PipeTrace Viewer (stylized as dptv) is a graphical tool for visualizing traces generated by
a processor simulator. Traces are a record of the dynamic instruction stream of a benchmark program
being executed by a processor simulator. Tools of this nature visualize the trace as a plot with the
dynamic instructions along the y-axis and each cycle along the x-axis, making each row in the plot
contain processor events for one dynamic instruction. This style of visualization greatly aids a computer
architect – trends and patterns can more obviously attract our eye. The visual format of a pipetrace viewer
comes naturally, as most undergraduate computer architecture courses use pipeline timing diagrams [11]
to visualize the instruction-level parallelism achieved by a pipelined processor execution model.

As microarchitectural complexity has increased, and workloads have grown in scope, architects have
relied more heavily on ever-more sophisticated simulators when looking for performance bottlenecks,
and opportunities for improvements to systems. However, the effort required to analyze performance
bottlenecks have become highly nuanced. Interactions between instructions and microarchitectural struc-
tures cause subtle performance differences that can potentially lure a computer architect to iteratively add
debugging code to a simulator, re-execute a benchmark, use the insight gained to add more debugging
code, re-execute a benchmark, and so on. This problem only increases when considering alternatives
for microarchitectural features (sizes of hardware tables, policies decisions, widths, history depths, etc.).
Simulators typically output summary statistics for how a given benchmark ran overall. However, summary
statistics can potentially hide the subtle interactions and events that can affect overall performance, since
these statistics are often averages across a large number of instructions.

The main motivation for a tool such as the one being presented is to ease these burdens. First there is
a desire to visualize traces generated from a simulator in a way that is more easily navigable. Pipeline
tracing tools like the dptv allow for the user to investigate more closely the run-time behavior of a
particular execution than statistics alone would provide. Second is the desire to compare two traces of
the same benchmark under different microarchitectural configurations more easily. It is common to run a
benchmark multiple times to compare which configuration gives the best performance, however it could
also be useful to tell where exactly in a benchmark performance diverges between configurations. If
designed right, a pipeline tracing tool is a prime candidate for such a task. By superimposing the traces
of multiple executions of a benchmark under different microarchitectural models, it becomes easier to
both identify at what point performance diverges, but also the specific behavior that may have caused
performance to differ.

dptv aims to make the process of visualizing and comparing traces as easy as possible. Figure 1 shows a
basic screenshot from dptv. Its interface is graphical, using the SDL2 graphics library [3], which allows
the user to both zoom and pan around the diagram, familiar to anyone having used photo editing or
CAD tools. By hovering the mouse over a particular pipeline stage marker, identified by a character
representing the type of stage, more information about the machine state at that point in time can be
viewed (shown in the upper-right corner). The trace can be searched for occurrences of text in the pipeline
stage information, the program counter, instruction text, and more. Users can zoom in/out on the diagram,
enabling both visualization of the long-term performance of the trace, and also investigation of pipeline
events over a short period of time.

Several pipetrace viewers have been proposed [2] [13] [14] in the literature. The main feature which
differentiates dptv from these other tools is the ability to visualize two traces at once. When visualizing two
traces, each trace will be interleaved, effectively showing traces atop each other, with each row alternating



which trace its information is from. As previously mentioned, this greatly helps with comparing and
contrasting the characteristics of the two executions. Since varying microarchitectural features potentially
impacts the clock period, dptv allows the two traces to operate at different frequencies – scaling the
visualization to accurately represent the actual run-time of the traces.

In addition to visualization goals, the development of dptv is also making integration into a wide variety
of simulation infrastructure as a first class design constraint. As such, dptv is instruction set agnostic,
simply treating instructions as plain text. Furthermore, pipeline stages can be annotated with arbitrarily
many events in a key-value pair format. And dptv was written in standard C, with the goal of portability
in mind – with only the reliance of the SDL2 library in addition to standard C libraries.

The remainder of this paper will go more in-depth on specific aspects of dptv. Section 2 provides more
context on the current state of the art for tools of this nature, as well as related prior work. Section 3 will
cover the various features provided by dptv in depth. Section 4 will give an example in which using dptv
aids in quickly understanding the difference in performance between two traces. And finally Section 5
will conclude the paper with a brief discussion on the current status of the tool, what is finished and
what still needs to be done, and ideas for future work.

2. Background

Architects have grappled with architectural complexities, and scale issues since the earliest simulators
and benchmarks. Using graphical visualization tools to better understand computer performance has a
well established history.

Gao, et al. [10] provide a survey paper that summarizes the current landscape of a wide variety of
visualization tools, 21 tools in total, as of their publication date in 2011. They further derive a char-
acterization of these tools, according to a taxonomy proposed by Card [9], borrowing insight from the
Human-Computer Interaction research community. These 21 tools span the gamut from tools that more
appropriately graph summary statistics, up to tools that provide visualizations of data synthesized across
highly dimensional data sets.

Accelerator and GPU-style many core architectures present a class of bottlenecks that tend not to manifest
in general purpose processor architectures. For instance, memory bandwidth is more highly constrained
in many-core architectures. The lock-step execution of warps in GPUs, and control divergences present
unique challenges. And to meet these challenges, visualization tools more appropriately highlight the
needs of these architectures. In [5], Ariel et al. present a tool for displaying DRAM channel utilization,
warp control divergences, histograms of static instruction usage, as well as mechanisms to show which
instructions are the sources of bottlenecks for GPU and SIMT-style architectures. Similarly, Alsop et al.
provide a GPU-specific visualization [4] for highlighting sources of memory stalls.

Not all architectures have performance as their main target metric. Mobile systems have energy efficiency
and power as first class design constraints. In [6], the authors instrument a multithreaded processor
simulator to track with activity counters that are fed to a tool that is able to display a processor floorplan
with a 3D height map such that the height represents the relative power consumption of hardware units.
This visualization can be scrubbed forward or backward in time to see how the height map (thus, power
consumption) changes as the program behavior stresses different hardware units over time.



The closest relatives of dptv exist in four tools, TraceVis [13], PSE [12], GPV [14] and o3 [2].
None of these tools allow for traces from multiple microarchitectural configurations to be visualized
simultaneously.

TraceVis [13] uses the same pipeline timing diagram style of visualization as dptv. Furthermore, TraceVis
uses the Qt windowing toolkit to allow for zooming in and out, like dptv allowing for visualizing both
course and fine grained program behavior.

The Processor Simulation Elucidator (PSE) [12] uses the GTK windowing toolkit to similarly display
Pipeline Event Diagrams (PEDs). These PEDs are simply pipeline timing diagrams, with pipeline event
information associated with each instruction. PSE does have additional modes of visualization not found
in dptv, used to show how performance metrics (those that will likely become summary statistics) vary
over time.

The Graphical Pipeline Viewer (GPV) [14] is an early example among these pipeline timing diagram
style viewers, written in Perl TK. GPV is integrated into the once popular SimpleScalar [8] simulation
framework, and also incorporates a visualization of power consumption.

A somewhat rudimentary, but comparable, tool bundled with the popular gem5 [7] simulator is the o3
pipeline viewer [2]. Again, o3 shows a pipeline timing diagram style visualization. However, o3
produces a non-interactive, text-only output file, formatted with a fixed column width. Each column
represents one cycle of execution time. When an instruction stays in-flight for more cycles than there
are columns of text, then the remaining cycles simply wrap to the next line. This limitation makes it
extremely difficult to find performance bottlenecks and correlate those bottlenecks with pipeline events.

3. dptv Viewer Tool

This section will go in-depth on the usage and features of dptv, as well as the visualization provided.

dptv is currently setup to build in a Linux environment, with the only extenal library used being SDL2
[3] for rendering. dptv is invoked on the command-line with either one or two trace file names as input.
If only one trace file name is provided, then the program will open in single-trace mode. If two traces
are provided, the viewer will first verify that the trace data held within the files are the same instruction
stream, and if so, the visualization will open in dual-trace mode. This is a key new feature, unique to dptv.
Traces from two different instruction streams are not meaningful comparisons, and if the tool determines
that the committed instructions are not the same, it will simply fail to start the visualization. Since only
committed instructions are compared, if two traces differ by squashed instructions only, then dptv can
still visualize the two trace.

It is possible that two processor configurations operate at different clock frequencies, depending on
microarchitectural features. dptv handles this possibility. If the two traces should be displayed at different
frequencies, a command-line argument can be passed when invoking dptv which will scale the traces
based on the ratio of the frequencies. Additional command-line options exist to change the color palette
used, as well as the position and size of the window.



Figure 1. dptv at default zoom in single-trace mode, annotations indicate different aspects of the
visualization

3.1. Visualization

Figure 1 shows an instance of dptv which has just been opened visualizing an example trace in single-
trace mode. Note that for the figures in this paper the background color has been changed to white to
make them more gray scale printer-friendly. The pane on the right shows the trace displayed as previously
described, with each pipeline stage plotted against time on the x-axis and dynamic instruction stream
order on the y-axis. Each character column of the pipeline stage timing represents a cycle. Therefore, a
column shows which pipeline stages were executed on the same cycle, and each row contains instructions
from the execution of the execution of the benchmark. The left pane shows the list of dynamic instructions
executed (and their instruction addresses) on the same row as their associated stages.

3.2. Stage Information

Pipeline stages are represented on the plot (right pane) by a single character which indicates which stage
was executed. For example, ‘f’ represents Instruction Fetch, ‘d’ represents Instruction Decode, etc. The
processor model shown in Figure 1 is an out-of-order execution pipeline, so instructions can potentially be
buffered for several cycles before being selected for execution. The visualization uses dash ‘–’ characters
to indicate that an instruction has not executed any new pipeline stage for that cycle.

By hovering the mouse over one of the stages, additional information can be viewed. This additional
information is the event data for the pipeline stage, for the given instruction. During simulation, an
arbitrary amount of pipeline stage event data can be saved to the trace file. The event data is in a
name/value pair. Figure 1 shows the information from a fetch stage being viewed (notice there is a



mouse cursor highlighting the ‘f’ character for the very first instruction). Stage information is shown
in the top-right corner and includes the full name of the stage, the instruction it’s from, the cycle and
instruction position, as well as stage-specific information such as the values of registers, which lane of
the superscalar processor it is being executed on, etc. Stage information is included in the trace so what
exact information is included is dependent on the program generating the trace.

3.3. Movement

The user can pan the diagram either by using the left mouse button and dragging the view, or by using
key bindings. If the trace is off the window, a key binding can be pressed to snap the view horizontally
back into the window. Another key binding can be pressed to reset the view to the default location as
upon startup.

Zooming is done using the mouse scroll wheel. Scrolling down will zoom out, and scrolling up will
zoom in. The zoom is centered on the current location of the mouse pointer. These zoom mechanics
should be very familiar to any user having experience using CAD tools, photo editors, or (for example)
Google Maps.

When zoomed out far enough, the letters representing each stage would become unreadable. Instead, dptv
will switch the visualization such that the text disappears (both panes), and the pipeline stage timing panes
switch to lines. These lines will connect like-pipeline stages from one instruction to the next – by default,
a line to connect the first pipeline stage, Instruction Fetch and a second line for final commit/retirement
of instructions. These pair of lines thus show the lifetime of all instructions, the space between these
lines. Figure 2 shows an example trace, zoomed out far enough to show the line representation of the
instruction stream. There are roughly 10 thousand dynamic instructions represented at the zoom level
represented in this figure.

The pipeline stage that is connected by lines in the zoomed-out mode can be changed to a single stage,
for any of the pipeline stages. For example, it might be helpful to see a line that connects the Execute
pipeline stage for each instruction. This is changed with an additional command-line argument when
invoking dptv.

3.4. Searching

Facilities to search through traces is also implemented in dptv. A key binding will initiate a search (the
slash, similar to initiating a search in vi/vim), after which the search term can be typed and enter can
be pressed to search. After entering in the search term additional key bindings allow the user to continue
to the next match of the same search term. Both the current match and all other matches are highlighted.
Unlike vi/vim, the search terms are not regular expressions.

dptv will search traces for occurrences of the search term; by default it will search in the instruction text, pc
text, stage identifier (the single character on the plot), stage name, and the fields in the stage information.
There is functionality to search in only one selected field, done by typing ‘/’, then a character, then
another ‘/’, then the search string. For example, “/i/lw” will search only the instruction text for the string
“lw”. Additionally, the contents of a specific stage event data can be searched using “/v:(name)/(value)”.
A list of fields to search in and their associated search characters is included in the help text of the
program.



Figure 2. dptv at zoomed out in single-trace mode, such that lines connect the fetch stages and
retire stages

There is also functionality to jump to a specific point in the trace, initiated by pressing ‘:’, entering the
instruction number to jump to, then pressing enter.

3.5. Dual-Trace Mode

When visualizing two traces, the plot will alternate between each trace for each row, as seen in Figure 3.
Notice the right pane shows the same instruction twice, colored differently – these are the same instruction
from each simulated processor configuration. Each traces instructions and stages are colored differently,
including when zoomed out. These colors can also be changed at the command-line. As discussed
previously, both traces are expected to be from the same benchmark, meaning all completed instructions
(i.e. all instructions which retire) are the same in both traces. However, squashed instructions may differ,
for example if one configuration predicts a taken branch while the other does not – whichever configuration
mispredicted will have squashed instructions that will not retire. dptv will align all matching retired
instructions, inserting dummy instructions to fill any necessary gaps. dptv will not attempt to visualize
traces which do not have a common stream of committed instructions. If the two traces begin at different
points in execution, by default dptv will remove the instructions before/after the common section.

Note again that the two traces do not need to be recorded at the same frequency. If they are not (also
shown in Figure 3), then the trace with the slower frequency will be stretched horizontally to line the
traces up correctly in time. This also means that two stages with the same cycle position but from different
traces may not line-up in time.

The panning and zooming system works well with the dual-trace view to make comparing the traces
easy. For example, the view can be zoomed far out to look at the trend lines of both traces, and then
can be zoomed back in to points where the traces performance diverges, allowing the user analyze the
specific details of what happens differently between them.

When comparing two traces, it is possible, in fact very likely, that the two traces have performance that
progressively displays one trace off of the window. It is helpful to be able to re-establish a point in the



Figure 3. dptv displaying traces of instructions that were executed on two different processor
configurations

visualization where the traces are realigned in time. For example, suppose the two traces may have the
same performance for a phase of the benchmark, but maybe one trace has a cache miss that did not
occur in the opposing trace. This causes the lower performing trace to stall for a little bit, pushing the
visualization off the right hand side of the window. Maybe later both traces return to the same level of
performance.

A similar scenario is shown in Figure 3. At the beginning of time both traces start together, but after a
while, both traces will continue to be spaced out (notice fetch ‘f’ for like instructions diverge) even if
their performance reconverges. To remedy this, the right mouse button can be pressed to realign the traces
to that point time. The traces will shift horizontally to converge at the point clicked. This realignment
can be done at any zoom level.

4. Example Usage

For an example of performance comparison and the utility of dptv, we simulated a phase of the
462.libquantum benchmark from the SPEC CPU2006 Benchmark Suite [1]. This benchmark is
known to have performance that scales well with additional microarchitectural resources. We ran the
simulation twice: once with a superscalar width of one and again with a superscalar width of two, and
all other microarchitectural variables (hardware table sizes, predictor implementations, etc.) remaining
constant. The summary statistics showed that the performance of the two executions were very close,
however the one-wide simulation ran slightly faster than the two-wide simulation. This is a surprising
result, and prompts the question of why this would be the case. We load the generated 462.libquantum
traces into dptv to elucidate the run-time behavior. Figures 4 and 5 shows a zoomed-in view and a zoomed-
out view, respectively. The one-wide trace is colored in cyan and the two-wide trace is colored in magenta
in both figures.

It becomes immediately evident that the phase of 462.libquantum traces consists of a small loop
body, seven static instructions. This same loop continues for the entirety of both traces. In the zoomed-out
view we can see that both traces seem to delay execution (the horizontal lines on the zoomed-out graph)



Figure 4. dptv showing fine grained instruction behavior of the 462.libquantum benchmark for
two processor configurations

on a semi-regular basis. The delays seem to always occur on the same instruction when zoomed-in,
but not on every loop iteration. In-between the delays the two-wide trace has a steeper slope, meaning
it executes more instructions over the same cycle time, as is expected. What makes it fall behind the
one-wide seems to be both the number and duration of these delays, so our next goal is to find out what
is causing those. The simulator used to generate these traces provides information about each stall in the
instruction that caused it. Zooming into a section where the two-wide execution delays and scrolling up
(going back in instruction order but staying at the same point in time), we find the result of the delays
is an instruction stalling due to a full issue queue. Since the two-wide fills execution resources more
quickly than the one-wide, these structures fill, eventually stalling the processor front-end. The simulator
used to generate these traces uses typed lanes for the back-end, requiring at least a lane for arithmetic

Figure 5. dptv showing broad instruction behavior of the 462.libquantum benchmark for two
processor configurations



instructions, a lane for CTIs, and a lane for memory instructions. Thus the back-end width must be at
least three-wide, greater than the frond-end width of the simulated one-wide and two-wide. Since the
two-wide fills the issue queue at a higher rate than the one-wide, yet they both drain the issue queue
at the same rate depending on the instruction mix, this causes the two-wide to exceed the issue queue
capacity at times when the one-wide did not.

While the problem most certainly could have been identified without dptv, the use of this tool greatly
increased the speed at which the issue could be identified and possible fixes considered.

5. Status and Future Work

dptv is still under active development, although as of this publication date, its code base is quite mature
and stable. It is able to open large trace files, upwards of hundreds of thousands to millions of dynamic
instructions. Although extensive testing has not been done, relatively modest hardware (8th generation
Intel Core i5 laptop, 8GB memory, integrated graphics) can fluidly navigate traces. Testing on this viewer
tool will continue, but it is not anticipated that any major changes will be necessary.

Development and testing has primarily been carried out on a Linux platform. Future work will ensure
compatibility with Apple MacOS and Microsoft Windows environments.

In addition to the stand-alone viewer tool, it is also anticipated to release libraries written in various
languages, intended to be easily integrated into existing processor simulations. These libraries will
provide a straight-forward API to collect trace information while simulating benchmarks. As a simulation
completes, the API can then automatically generate the trace file in the appropriate file format to be read
into the viewer tool. Currently, there is only one library, written in C++, which has been integrated into
an in-house developed processor simulator that is not publicly available. A possible change to the code
base will use the same file format as that used by o3, to simplify integration with gem5. Currently, dptv
uses a custom plain-text file format.

Up-to-date project status, and eventual code release will be maintained at https://cs.uwlax.edu/∼eforbes/
dptv/.
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